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Acknowledgement of 
Country

• We acknowledge the Gadigal and 
Bidjigal Clans, the traditional 
custodians of the Sydney Coast. 

• We pay respect to those Elders, 
past and present, and thank them 
for allowing us to work and study on 
their lands.



• Recent changes to the law

• The positive duty and your 
workplace

• How to support people, 
including bystanders

• Quiz!



We provide generalist legal advice 
to people who work, live or study in our local area.

We have NSW statewide services:
- Sexual Harassment and Discrimination Legal Service;
- Employment Rights Legal Service 

We also run UNSW Law & Justice clinical programs.





Summary of 
some recent 

changes 
to the law



The law before 
• Sex discrimination prohibited
• Sexual harassment prohibited
• Public officials were exempt 
• 6 months to lodge complaint
• SDA protections only covered limited types of workers

Some of the key changes to Commonwealth 
Discrimination Laws
(Sex Discrimination Act 1984 and Australian Human 
Rights Commission Act 1986)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Changes in 2021 and 2022 to Commonwealth Discrimination Law (Sex Discrimination Act 1984 and Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986) – based on Respect at Work Report, implemented recommendations



The law now

• Sex discrimination and sexual harassment prohibited
• Sex-based harassment is expressly prohibited *
• Unlawful to subject another person to a workplace 

environment that is hostile on the ground of sex *
• New positive duty on employers to take reasonable 

and proportionate measures to eliminate the above 
• Public officials exemption removed
• 24 months to lodge a complaint in SDA, DDA, RDA and 

Age DA
• SDA protections extended to cover interns, volunteers 

and apprentices.
• Protections extended to all workplaces, including the 

home
• New compliance and monitoring functions for the 

AHRC, including looking into systemic discrimination 
(beginning Dec 2023)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sex-based harassment - removal of “seriously” from sex-based harassment section  (s28AA(1)(a)(iii) – “the person engages in unwelcome conduct of a seriously demeaning nature in relation to the person harassed”Hostile workplace only came in December 2022, so doesn’t apply retroactively



Sex-based harassment (harassment on 
the grounds of sex) and hostile 
workplace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- these sections cover the gaps where harassment happening that might not be clearly of a sexual nature, or directly against a person, but is problematic



Harassment on 
the grounds of 
Sex

S28AA Sex Discrimination Act
“a person harasses another person on the ground of sex if 
….. the person engages in unwelcome conduct of a 
demeaning nature in relation to the person harassed” 

•Subjective component – conduct must be unwelcome 

•Objective component – reasonable person test:
“a reasonable person ….. would have anticipated the 
possibility that the person harassed would be offended, 
humiliated or intimidated 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Removal of “seriously” from sex-based harassment was helpfulExamples – ie “a woman’s place is in the kitchen”, “women aren’t strong enough” etc – other egs? Obviously nothing in case law yet so unclear how it will be interpreted – has anyone put this type of complaint in yet?



Hostile Work Environment
S28M Sex Discrimination Act

A person [the first person] subjects another person [the second person] to a 
workplace environment that is hostile on the ground of sex if: 

a. the first person engages in conduct in a workplace where either or both of 
them work, and 

b. the second person is in the workplace at the same time or after the conduct 
occurs

c. Objective component - reasonable person test:
 “a reasonable person ….. would have anticipated the possibility of the 
conduct making the workplace environment offensive, intimidating or 
humiliating”
 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No subjective component – all about the reasonable person



Hostile Work Environment
Hostile conduct – rude or offensive language, sexual innuendo, displaying 
pornographic materials

Example:

Kate and Mia work as office staff in a car dealership where all the sales staff are 
male. The sales staff often make comments to each other about the appearance of 
female customers. Kate and Mia can see and hear this behaviour from their desks. 
The dealership has a staff room where everyone eats and usually the men tell each 
other crude jokes and share pornographic images on their phones over lunch. Kate 
and Mia try to sit away from the others and the men usually ignore them.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- has anyone put in any of these types of complaints yet?



The law before • Stop Bullying Orders 

• No Stop Sexual Harassment Orders

• No positive duty

The Fair Work Act and the Fair Work Commission – 
sexual harassment

The law now 
• New dispute avenues:

      -  Stop Sexual Harassment Orders

      -  Deal with a sexual harassment dispute

• Sexually harassing someone is a valid reason for dismissal

NSW State Discrimination and Employment Laws remain unchanged

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Changes in 2021 and 2022 to Commonwealth Discrimination Law (Sex Discrimination Act 1984 and Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986)FWA – SH as valid reason for dismissal - 



FWC sexual 
harassment 
jurisdiction

• If conduct happened or started before 6 March 2023 –
can apply for Stop Sexual Harassment orders (unlike 

bullying orders, doesn’t need to be repeated incidents)

• If conduct occurred on or after 6 March 2023 –
can apply for:

• Stop Sexual Harassment Orders only (fee required)

• Stop Sexual Harassment Orders plus sexual harassment 
dispute (free)

• Sexual harassment dispute only (free)

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/issues-we-help/sexual-
harassment/sexual-harassment-commencing-or-after-6-
march-2023

• https://www.fwc.gov.au/apply-resolve-sexual-harassment-
dispute-form-f75

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since November 2021, have been able to apply for a stop SH orderWorkplace AVO – stop SH orders – need to still be in the workplace, and at risk of it happening againEmployers can now be held vicariously liable under the FWA for sexual harassment committed by their employees or agents in connection with their employment     (part 3-5A)Employer will not be vicariously liable if it can prove that it took all reasonable steps to prevent the sexual harassment

https://www.fwc.gov.au/issues-we-help/sexual-harassment/sexual-harassment-commencing-or-after-6-march-2023
https://www.fwc.gov.au/issues-we-help/sexual-harassment/sexual-harassment-commencing-or-after-6-march-2023
https://www.fwc.gov.au/issues-we-help/sexual-harassment/sexual-harassment-commencing-or-after-6-march-2023
https://www.fwc.gov.au/apply-resolve-sexual-harassment-dispute-form-f75
https://www.fwc.gov.au/apply-resolve-sexual-harassment-dispute-form-f75


Deal with sexual harassment dispute – FWA – 
Form F75

FWC can now directly deal with a dispute 
about sexual harassment in addition to, or 
as an alternative to, making an application 
for a “stop sexual harassment order” via:

• mediation; 
• conciliation, 
• making a recommendation; or 
• expressing an opinion.

If the dispute is not settled in the FWC:

• with the consent of both parties, the 
FWC can arbitrate the dispute; or

• If no consent is given to arbitrate, an 
applicant can make an application to the 
Federal Courts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discuss recent anecdotal evidence – stop SH dispute application run by FWC very similarly to GP conciliation. However, Commission trying to adopt a greater trauma informed approach. See SH handbook. Why this jurisdiction and NOT AHRC/ADNSW? Quicker jurisdiction, application can be responded to by FWC within weeks, can also apply for stop SH order, greater protection on costs if go to court (s570 applies), can make other applications (GP application), and can seek civil penalties against respondent. Also, some orgs, like unions more used to dealing with FWC jurisdiction. Downsides? Uncertainty in how jurisdiction will operate/starting to see greater general damages awarded in FCs (e.g., Hughes Case) and can get aggravated damages (though consider civil penalties for FWC jurisdiction), also some applicants may be able to use costs risk against OP. 



Positive Duty to Eliminate Sexual Harassment or 
Sex-Based Harassment



Background to 
the Positive 

Duty

• S106 SDA – vicarious liability in the employer for 
the unlawful act unless the employer took ‘all 
reasonable steps’ to prevent the employee from 
doing the unlawful act
o duty seen as reactive
o places burden on individual to report

• calls for change to a positive approach focusing 
on prevention



The Respect@Work Positive Duty 
Recommendations
• Rec 17: Amend the Sex Discrimination Act to introduce a positive duty on all employers to 

take reasonable and proportionate measures to eliminate sex discrimination, sexual 
harassment and victimisation, as far as possible. 

• Rec 18: The Commission be given the function of assessing compliance with the positive 
duty, and for enforcement. 



Sex Discrimination Act 1984 Part IIA –
Duty to Eliminate Unlawful Sex Discrimination Etc

• Positive duty: An employer or a person conducting a business or undertaking must take 
reasonable and proportionate measures to eliminate, as far as possible, certain 
discriminatory conduct.

• Discriminatory conduct:
• Discrimination on the ground of a person’s sex
• Sexual harassment
• Harassment on the grounds of sex
• Hostile workplace environments
• Victimisation



Drivers of Unlawful Conduct

• Power imbalances
• Gender inequality
• Intersecting forms of discrimination 

and exclusion
• Lack of accountability
• Specific workplace and industry factors

The AHRC has 
identified 5 
main drivers 
of unlawful 

conduct:



The Guiding Principles

Consultation Gender equality

Intersectionality

Person-centred 
and trauma 

informed 
approach



The Seven 
Standards

Leadership

Culture

Knowledge

Risk Management

Support

Reporting and response

Monitoring, evaluation and transparency



Reasonable 
and 
Proportionate 
Measures

The size, nature and circumstances of the organisation or 
business

The resources of the organisation or business

The practicability and cost of measures

Any other relevant matter

The AHRC resources for employers to assist them in 
complying with their obligations that can be accessed here. 

https://humanrights.gov.au/our-work/sex-discrimination/projects/positive-duty-under-sex-discrimination-act


Supporting staff



Supporting Staff

Positive duty: No one size fits all.



Any unwelcome behaviour of a 
sexual nature where a reasonable 
person would have anticipated the 

possibility that the person 
harassed would feel offended, 

humiliated or intimidated.

Sexual harassment

What is sexual harassment? Sex-based harassment: A person harasses another person on the 
ground of their sex if by reason of their sex they engage in unwelcome 
conduct of a demeaning nature in circumstance in which a reasonable 
person would have anticipated that the person would be offended, 
humiliated or intimidated by the conduct. 

Sex-based discrimination: Discriminating against someone by reason 
of their sex, or a characteristic that appertains generally to persons of 
that sex; or a characteristic that is generally imputed to that sex, and the 
person is treated less favourably. 

Sexual assault:  Having sexual intercourse with another person without 
their consent and that person knows you do not want to or cannot 
consent or has no reasonable grounds to believe the other person had 
consented. 

Hostile-workplace environment: Subjecting a person to a workplace 
environment that is hostile based on sex. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Include hostile workplace environment on the basis of sex 



What is sexual harassment?

Sexual harassment is 
not just physical acts, it 

can include… 

It is a sexual act or 
comment that makes 

you feel uncomfortable, 
ashamed, embarrassed, 
offended or intimidated

Comments or questions 
about body, looks or 

sex life
Sexual or crude jokes

Unwanted touching, 
grabbing, kissing or 

fondling

Unwelcome sexual 
advances or repeated 

requests for dates

Sexual actions or 
gestures

Asking you to do sexual 
acts Wolf-whistling

Sexual/ indecent texts, 
emails, notes, letters, 

online conduct

Being leered at



If a person is harassed   

Effect of sexual harassment/bullying

• Impact on health
• Dread about coming to work
• Isolation from colleagues
• Feeling of hopelessness
• Fear about the harasser and about 

what might happen if a complaint is 
made

• May leave job / profession for good.

Why take action?

• To make the harassment/ bullying 
stop

• To prevent it from happening again 
(to you or others)

• To have action taken against the 
harasser/ bully

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We could talk for a long time about the effects of bullying and sexual harassment.We have spoken to the people who have experienced it, we have read the medical reports, and been told of the huge change to peoples lives that were sparked by harassment.I am sure a lot of you have also advised clients going through SH or other traumatic and distressing experiences.Remember, people are at work 7 or 8 or more hours 5 days a week.  That is a huuuge chunk of your day and life to be worried, scared, ashamed, guily.Outgoing people don’t want to go outside and feel like they can no longer join the workforce.- Impact on health- Depression, Anxiety, Feeling of worthlessness, tearful, can’t concentrate…



Why would someone decide not to take any action?

Power imbalance

Fear

I won’t be believed

Things will get worse, better to put up with it

Effect on career

HR will protect harasser/bully

Effect of harassment/bullying

Lack of confidence

Psychological injury

Lack of support

Onus on person harassed to take action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What we haven’t said so far is that very few people actually report sexual harassment.  And what we are finding is that a lot of people who come to us, don’t go through with a complaint.This is one of the critical issues with our current legal system in tackling sexual harassment.  The burden and responsibility is on the victim to put their hand up and cause change, at the risk of their job.  It is on the most vulnerable person in the scenario, who is often the most junior or youngest.Think work will side with harasser Workplace CultureCaused psychological injury that makes this difficultNo confidenceNo supportFull responsibility and burden is on the person being harassedThis is why bystanders and support are so important!



Practical steps a worker can take to address workplace 
sexual harassment

Promote and create policies
Understand your rights 

and obligations Speak up Talk to someone 
you trust

Report behaviour Seek professional help Be an active bystander Listen attentively



What are their options if this happens?  
 

Employer Professional body Court/Judicial 
Commission

AHRC ADNSW FWC

Workers 
compensation

Health/counselling
Police

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We recommend you get legal advice before taking formal action against your employerTo the Employer - check out where can you complain to within the organisation.The Professional Body - For lawyers/ Barristers: Office of Legal Services Commission.To the FCA/FCCA/ NSW Judicial Commissions - If Judicial Officer.To the Police – if criminal conduct.Formal Complaint to one of the following:-Australian Human Rights Commission under the Sex Discrimination Act 1984, need permission if the conduct happened over 6 months ago.Anti-Discrimination NSW under the Anti- Discrimination Act 1977, need permission if the conduct happened over 12 months ago.Fair Work Commission- under the Fair Work Act 2009 as a general protection complaint, strict 21 days' time limit if you are dismissed or 6 years for non-dismissal.If causes an injury, such as psychological injury, can lodge a worker's compensation claim.Get help- Seek legal advice, go and see your doctor, counsellor or other support.Remember, there is a protection from Victimisation.



Effect on business

- Poor culture, not an attractive employment option
- Staff productivity
- Staff retention- loss of workforce
- Cost: sick days, workers compensation claims, 
advertising jobs



Who is a bystander?

• Someone who sees or hears sexual harassment or bullying at 
the time it is happening. 

• Someone who hears about it after it happens.

Who is an ACTIVE bystander?
• Someone who takes action about what they saw or heard

• This can be at the time, or after the time that the conduct 
happened.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Everyone in a workplace is a bystander.  Everyone.



Why are 
the actions/ 
inactions of 
bystanders 
important? 

Stop harassment

Change workplace culture

Assists reporting

Supports person harassed

Reinforces behaviour unacceptable

Reduce future harassment

Stops complicity

Stops further harm 

Stops isolation of person harassed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To stop sexual harassment and bullyingTo change workplace culture and behaviour- what is seen as acceptable/ funny/ harmless/ ‘boys will be boys’The person being harassed is less likely to report- current burden on them to report-   Bystander more likely to report itIt supports the person being harassedIt reinforces to the person being harassed and harasser that the behaviour is not okayIt can reduce likelihood of future behaviourIf you don’t do anything, you may be reinforcing the behaviour, it could be seen as acceptableIf you don’t do anything, you may be further harming the person being harassed- feeling isolated, unsupported, ostracised or make them feel like maybe they are making too much of a big dealSometimes as a bystander, you can become the harasser,/ perpetrator, eg, by joining in on jokes



Why might 
you (as a 
bystander) 
not act?

Fear of retaliation “What will happen to me if I 
speak up?”

Bystander effect “Surely someone else will step 
in?”

Past experiences “What’s the point? It won’t 
change anything.”

Relationship with perpetrator “I don’t like what they’re doing, 
but they’re still my friend.”

Not knowing what to do
“I don’t know how to fix this? 
What’s the right/safe way to 
act?”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s meet this head on. Whilst we are delivering this training to you there is much to be done, as the most senior individuals should be speaking up and calling it out, in a respectful and professional way.  And that is why bystanders are so important in many ways.  To corroborate what has happened, to support the person, to change workplace culture.We talked about the fact that it is extremely hard for people who have been harassed to come forward.But lets be honest, while it is extremely hard for someone being harassed to come forward, it is also not easy for bystanders too either. We talked about why a person being harassed may not act, but there can be very legitimate and understandable reasons why a bystander doesn’t or may not want to act.  So, let’s think through them, why would a bystander not act?Feel lonely in that positionBurden, stress on youFear of also being targetedUncertainty of procedures or reportingThinking that it is not their problemJob security fearsEmbarrassed Job loss, demotionNot sure how to respond, don’t know what to doDon’t want to cause a sceneYou are too sensitive the person doesn’t mindNot knowing what target wants you to do Don’t want to be a ‘dobber’Victim themselves- triggeringExhaustingPower imbalanceNot sure whether the person is offendedNot sure if the conduct is unwelcomeJust remember those avenues for people being harassed can take.  Work places are slowly but surely recognising the position of bystanders and may be protections for bystanders from victimisation too.



What 
influences a 
bystander’s 
response? 

Relationship 
with 

perpetrator

Risk of harm

Setting

Relationship 
with ‘target’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Relationship with perpetratorRelationship with person being harassed/ bulliedSettingSeriousness- risk of harmWhether you identify an urgency/ immediate risk



At the time
Low Involvement

Afterwards
Low Involvement

At the time
High Involvement

Afterwards
High Involvement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is no one thing that fits all.It is really important that you, as a bystander, consider those factors that may mean you act or don’t act.But then you need to think about the different ways you can act, some are more direct than others, and there are at least two people involved these situations- the perpetrator and person being harassed.So, there is the at the time low involvement option- which could be verbally saying that is not okay, or that’s not funny, or in a more lighthearted way like “leave off would you, we are at work” non verbally by shaking the head, or changing the subjectHigh involvement at the time- Saying that whatever you just heard or saw was offensive, that is harassment, you can’t say that, or, in front of the perpetrator Afterwards low involvement- Approaching the perpetrator afterwards privately and say “you can’t make jokes like that at work” or to the person being harassed say “I heard what they said, are you okay”Afterwards high involvement- saying to the person being harassed, “I am happy to report what happened but want to check you are okay with that” or, if serious or significant risk of harm, report it.



Practical steps

- Do a risk assessment
- Don’t just think of staff to staff interactions (volunteers, students, clients, other third parties, events etc)
- Clear policies and complaint pathways known to workers
- Messaging to staff- sexual harassment etc not tolerated
- Assurances/ reassurance that making complaints/ informing of behaviour is okay (for both bystanders 
and person who is being harassed)
- Making process easy / comfortable- not looking like a discipline process
- Flexibility in approach- ask worker about what they need
- Trauma informed- check in with worker, help them access services
- Ask worker what they want
- Communicate what happens next, communicate outcome as far as possible



Respect at Work 
– How to be a 
good human!

Contact details:
• Fiona Duane and Laura Cottam, Kingsford Legal Centre

• Ruby Catsanos, Women’s Legal Service NSW
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